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FOREWORD

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) can provide important
information related to the spectrum of possible accidents for a particular
Nuclear Power Plant or other industrial installation. Such information, when
based upon reliability data obtained from experience with that particular
plant, concerns the accidents leading to core damage, the human system and
component failures which constitute these accidents and the safety level of
the plant. Following the accident at Three Mile Island in the USA (TMI-2) and
more recently at Chernobyl in the USSR, PSA was used to understand how these
accidents happened.

The demand for activities within the Agency's PSA programme has
increased, particularly in the area of application of PSA insights to safety
decisions. Consequently, an Advisory Group Meeting (AGM) was held on
"Development of Manual for Probabilistic Risk Analysis and its Application to
Safety Decisions", in Vienna, Austria, on 14 - 18 May 1984. The AGM has
identified as a need documented experience with application and utilization of
Probabilistic Safety Assessment. It was recommended that a series of case
studies be written documenting actual experience where PSA has been used to
give guidance in safety decision making. The first peer review on each of the
case studies was to be carried out by technical experts and a high level peer
review would be carried out by a senior oversight group. Based on the
recommendation of the AGM a programme to publish a series of case studies on
the use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment for safety decisions was initiated.

The Agency requested a number of scientists and engineers to
document, in a uniform and suitable format actual experience with the
application of PSA to safety decisions. A number of institutions' analysts
such as NRC, NSF, EPRI, Argonne National Laboratory in the US, GRS (FRG), EdF
(France), CSN (Spain), SRD (UK), AEA (UK) and OECD/NEA participated in the
programme. To ensure the quality of case studies peer review was needed. A
number of highly qualified experts in the field of Probabilistic Safety
Assessment agreed to participate in reviewing case studies developed within
this programme. The experts met on a number of occasions under the title of
Oversight Committee to review and comment on the draft versions of various
case studies as they were completed. The review comments were sent to the
authors and incorporated in the case studies. In some cases this process was
repeated more than once.

PRISIM described in this case study makes a PSA useful to decision
makers like plant managers, operational personnel or safety assessors because
it provides a rapid access to specific information and the ability to generate
updated PSA results that reflect the plant status at a particular time. From
the capabilities of PRISIM one can conclude that the ability of a user
friendly update of the system model in the PC or changes in the data files at
the computer is not realized to date. Also the calculation of averaged
probabilities instead of time dependent instantaneous probabilities is a sort
of a restriction and will be changed in the future.



As the author of the case study has indicated the risk model used
in PRISIM may give misleading results in case of multiple front-line system
component failures (use of a cut off procedure in minimal cut sets selection)

The reader should keep in mind that the risk importance measures
used in PRISIM are calculated by following the models in reference (3) which
is a calculation slightly different from another case study (Lamberts, No. 1)
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1. PROBTJ-M DKFTNTTTON

Nuclear power plant managers and operators have long recognized that

information from probabilistic safety assessments (PSAs) could be used to

make decisions that would limit or reduce the risk associated with the

operation of nuclear power plants. However, these decision makers have not

been able to quickly access this information and put it to practical use.

PSA reports have customarily mixed useful results with a great deal of

information that is irrelevant to decision makers. And these reports have

been generally understood only by those who are well versed in PSA

methodology. What the nuclear power industry has needed was a way to make

the results of PSAs readily useful to plant management and operations

personnel.

2. OBJECTIVES

This report documents a case study wherein a personal computer program

was developed to solve this problem associated with the use of PSA

information for making safety decisions. Specifically, this report

describes the development of the Plant Risk Status Information Management

System (PRISIM), a menu-driven program for a personal computer that gives

decision makers quick access to PSA-related information they can use for

making decisions that affect plant risk. The documented case study shows

how information from PSAs can be effectively presented using a personal

computer program like the PRISIM prototype that has been developed to



assist decision makers at nuclear power plants, and the study identifies

the types of information that should be preserved in a plant-specific PSA

to support the production of a computer program for the plant.

The use of a computer program like PRISIM is a particularly effective

way to facilitate the use of PSA-related information for decision making.

PRISIM allows rapid access to relevant information. It can also be

operated by a user who is not an expert in the use of PSA methodology

because it presents information without the use of PSA jargon.

Furthermore, using PRISIM does not require previous computer experience.

The information in PRISIM's database can be easily accessed by making

selections from a series of menus presented on the screen. Finally, the

program allows the updating of PSA results to take into account changes in

plant configuration; the user can easily describe any plant configuration

by simply making selections from screen menus and he will then receive

updated risk information that reflects the plant's status at the time.

PRISIM is a valuable decision-making tool for both operations personnel

(e.g., control room operators and maintenance supervisors) and plant

managers. Operations personnel can use PRISIM to make decisions regarding

plant configuration. For example, operators can consult PRISIM to

determine the safety implications of removing specific equipment

combinations from service for testing or maintenance at a particular time.

Plant managers can use PRISIM to decide where to focus their efforts to

enhance the safety of their plant. For example, they can use PRISIM to

identify important accident scenarios that should be stressed in operator

training programs and to identify beneficial changes to procedures or

system designs.



3. OVERVIEW OF PRISIM

PRISIM is a computer program developed to provide decision makers rapid

access to PSA-related information they can use for making safety decisions.

It is designed to operate on an IBM PC/AT (or equivalent) with the

following enhancements:

• a memory expansion to 640K

• a math coprocessor 8087

• a 20 mega-byte hard disk

• an IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter or its equivalent

• an IBM Enhanced Color Display or its equivalent

The version of PRISIM described in this case study makes use of PSA-

documented information from the Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 (ANO-1) PSA

Study, and it vas developed for use by Nuclear Regulatory Coirjnission

inspectors who are stationed at ANO-1 and at a regional office responsible

for that plant. This version of PRISIM is currently being field-tested at

ANO-1 by these inspectors. The inspectors are using PRISIM to help them

focus their efforts on plant equipment and operating activities that are

most important to safety. After only a few weeks of working with PRISIM,

one inspector identified a simple plant operating procedural change that,

if implemented, will result in a significant (25-50%) decrease in plant

risk. The information presented in this version of PRISIM can also be

useful .to plant owners and operators, as the examples in this case study

show.

*The version of PRISIM described in this case study requires
approximately 12 mega-bytes of disk storage space. Programs for other
power plants may require more or less storage space. However, 20 mega-
bytes should always be sufficient.



Another version of PRISIM that is tailored for use by regulatory

engineers is currently under development. This version of the program

will retain the features of the original version described in this case

study. But it will also allow the user to make changes to PSA input

parameters (e.g., failure rates and testing intervals) and assess the

impact that the changes would have on core damage frequency. This

additional capability will be useful for establishing and evaluating

limiting conditions for plant operation.

The remainder of this section describes PRISIM features in detail.

Specifically, Section 3.1 discusses the different types of information

contained in PRISIM's database, the presentation of this information, and

some potential applications of the information. Section 3.2 describes the

controls available to the user for accessing specific information in the

program.

3.1 The PRISIM Database

The PSA-related information that can be accessed via PRISIM is

illustrated in Figure 3.1. This figure shows how the information is

organized in the database. Diagram interfaces are marked with identifying

triangles. As indicated in this diagram, PRISIM's database contains two

general categories of information: (1) preprocessed information that has

been derived using the results of a plant-specific PSA and (2) plant risk

information, updated via a plant risk model, that reflects a plant's status

when user-specified equipment is out of service. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2

describe these two categories of information.
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3.1.1 Preprocessed Information

PRISIM provides rapid access to these types of preprocessed

information:

• descriptions of the dominant accident sequences
identified by the PSA (useful for developing and
evaluating training programs and emergency
operating procedures)

• importance rankings of safety-related systems,
subsystems, components, and operator actions
(useful for a wide range of decisions regarding
plant design and operation)

• support system interfaces for safety system
components (useful for verifying system and
component operability)

• single failures that will fail a safety system when
a specified component in the system is out of
service (useful for verifying system operability)

• schematics that show the equipment realignment
required for performing maintenance or testing on
specific components (useful for verifying system
operability following maintenance or testing)

The following are detailed descriptions of this information.

Dominant Accident Sequences

PRISIM provides descriptions of the most important core damage

sequences identified in a documented PSA. That is, PRISIM presents the

accident sequences that represent the most likely ways for core damage

accidents to occur at the plant. This information is particularly useful

for the design of effective operator training programs that place proper

emphasis on dealing with the sequences that contribute most to plant risk.

This information is also valuable for the evaluation of emergency operating

procedures.



Upon accessing the dominant accident sequence information category, the

PRISIM user will see a screen that lists important accident sequences

ranked according to their percentage contributions to plant risk (Figure

3.2) and that identifies each sequence by its initiating event and the

ensuing safety system failures. The user may select any of the listed

sequences to obtain more detailed information. For example, he can select

the second sequence (as shown in Figure 3.2), which involves a small-small

loss of coolant accident (LOCA) followed by a failure of the high pressure

injection system (HPIS) to learn more about the failures involved in this

sequence. After he makes this selection, a detailed description of the

sequence will appear on the next screen (Figure 3.3). Besides providing

information on the initiating event and system failures involved in this

sequence, the screen provides options for accessing (1) information on

specific failure scenarios (minimal cut sets) for the accident sequence and

(2) possible operator recovery actions for the sequence.

If the user were to request detailed scenario information for Accident

Sequence #2 (as Figure 3.3 indicates he does), a detailed description of

the first scenario would appear on the next screen (Figure 3.4). This

screen provides options for obtaining (1) recovery information for the

scenario, (2) a detailed description of the next failure scenario, or (3) a

summary of all scenarios for the accident sequence. If the user selected

recovery information, PRISIM would display the possible operator recovery

actions for the failure scenario on the next screen (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.2 Accident Sequence Selection Menu

DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCE #2

INITIATING EVENT

This sequence is initiated by a rupture of a Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) pump seal or a rupture in the RCS piping in the range of equiv-
alent diameters .38" < dia < 1.2". Neither type of rupture directly
causes any safety-related equipment failures.

SYSTEM FAILURES

The RCS rupture is followed by a failure of all High Pressure Injec-
tion System (HPIS) pump trains to provide flow to the RCS. With no
recovery actions considered, this accident sequence contributes 16S
to core melt irequency.

DETAILED SCENARIO INFORMATION FOR THIS SEOUENCE

RECOVERY INFORMATION FOR THIS SEOUENCE

Figure 3.3 Description of Accident Sequence #2



DOMINANT SCENARIOS FOR ACCIDENT SEQUENCE *2

Scenario 2-1 described below contributes 11X to the sequence frequency.
The initiator is a "Small-Small LOCA .38 in. < Eq. die < 1.2 in."

HPIS
FAILURE

Failure of the Chilled
Water Unit for cooling
Switchgear Room 100
resulting in loss of ac
power to Pumps P36A and
P36B AND •failure of the
Chilled Water Unit for
cooling Switchgear Room
99 resulting in loss of
ac power to Pump P36C

RECOVERY INFORMATION FOR THIS SCENARIO SUMMARY OF SCENARIOS

NEXT SCENARIO

Figure 3.4 Description of a Dominant Scenario for Accident
Sequence ??2

RECOVERY INFORMATION FOR SCENARIO 2-1, ACCIDENT SEQUENCE #2

Recovery from this scenario is achieved by restoring the room cooling
capability of either Chilled Water Unit VCHAB or VCH4A, or both, to pre-
vent a loss of Rooms 100 and 99 cooling, respectively. Room cooling
capability is regained by either restoring the chilled water unit or by
manually starting portable fans. In either case, this is a local recov-
ery action, the time available -for restoring cooling capability without
irreversible damage is about 70 minutes. Recovery decreases the esti-
mated frequency of this scenario by a factor of 100.

Figure 3.5 Information on Operator Recovery Actions for a
Dominant Scenario

10



Importance Rankings

PRISIM's database also includes importance rankings of safety-related

systems, subsystems, components, and operator actions--rankings that may be

used to make decisions about where to apply resources to limit or reduce

plant risk. For example, operations personnel can use importance rankings

to identify key systems and components whose status should be checked each

day or each shift. Plant managers can use importance rankings to determine

which of several proposed design or procedural changes would best enhance

the safety of their plant.

PRISIM provides rankings according to the following risk importance

measures:

• risk reduction

• risk sensitivity

• risk significance

Table 3.1 defines these three importance measures, and reports by Vesely

and Davis^ and Campbell et al.^ discuss them in detail. The risk reduction

and risk sensitivity measures provide actual rankings of items. The risk

significance measure, on the other hand, ranks items as having a high,

moderate, or low risk significance; no numerical ranking is implied within

a group. Figure 3.6 shows the information the user would obtain if he

requested a risk significance grouping of safety systems.

Operator actions are of two types: planned operator actions (e.g., a
switchover to the recirculation mode of high pressure injection) and
operator recovery actions (e.g., the manual opening of a valve that has
failed to open automatically).

11



Table 3.1 Measures of Importance and Their Interpretations

Importance
Measure Interpretation

Risk Reduction

Risk Sensitivity

Risk Significance

This measure is the likelihood that the equipment
would be failed and would contribute to a core
damage event if a core damage event were to occur

This measure is the rate of change (or sensitivity)
of the frequency of core damage events with changes
in the probability of the equipment failure

This measure is a combination of the risk reduction
and risk sensitivity measures. Like the risk
reduction measure, it emphasizes the equipment's
contribution to risk. But it also gives additional
weight to equipment with high risk sensitivity
importances. (Equipment is grouped according to
risk reduction importance. Equipment with a high
risk sensitivity importance is then moved to the
next higher group)

12



FRONT LINE SYSTEMS GROUPED BY RISK SIGNIFICANCE IMPORTANCE

HIGH RISK SIGNIFICANCE

High Pressure I n j e c t i o n System

Pressurizer Safety Re l ie f System

MODERATE RISK SIGNIFICANCE

Emergency Feedwater System

Low Pressure I n j e c t i o n System

Power Conversion System

Reactor Protect ion System

LOU RISK SIGNIFICANCE

Core Flood System

(CONTINUED)

Figure 3.6 Front-Line Systems Grouped by Risk Significance
Importance

FRONT LINE SYSTEMS GROUPED BY RISK SIGNIFICANCE IMPORTANCE (CONTINUED)

LOU RISK SIGNIFICANCE (continued)

Reactor Building Cooling System

Reactor Building Spray System

Figure 3.6 (continued)
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Support System Interfaces

A third type of preprocessed information in PRISIM's database relates

to the support services (e.g., power, service water, etc.) required by

safety system components. Information on support system interfaces is

useful to operations personnel for verifying the operability of equipment.

For example, if an operator knows one train of a safety system is to be

isolated for maintenance on a component, he would want to first verify the

operability of the redundant train. PR1SIM would provide the operator with

the support system interface information (i.e., all the support components

or functions that must be available for the components in the redundant

train to be operable, including some that may not be obvious) to make this

verification.

PRISIM only considers support functions that can alone fail either a

component of a front-line safety system or another support function. In

the format used to display this information, each level of indentation

corresponds to a separate tier of support service. For example, consider

the following hypothetical sequence:

Pump 100
Service Water Loop X

480 V AC Bus B51
Room 100 Cooling

480 V AC Bus B51 (Repeat)
125 V DC Panel Dll

4160 V DC Bus C5

Here, Pump 100 is served directly by Service Water Loop X and Bus C5.

Service Water Loop X is served by Bus B51 and Panel Dll. Bus B51, in turn,

requires Room 100 cooling for continued operation. Failure of any one of

these support functions will fail Pump 100.

The appearance of a "(Repeat)" following an entry indicates that the

support for that component or function has been developed "higher up" in

14



the sequence and is therefore not shown again. The development starts

where the same component or function is first listed. If no support

development is shown for a component or function that is not followed by

"(Repeat)," then there are no single failures of support system equipment

that would fail that item.

The support system development shown for a component or function takes

into account the specific role(s) that the component or function must play

in mitigating the accident scenarios of interest. The support system

development for Service Water Pump P4A (Figure 3.7) illustrates this

concept. Note that Motor Control Center (MCC) B51 requires Room 100

Cooling for continued operation when it supports the Room 100 Cooling

function. But the same MCC requires no support services for the proper

support of Service Water Loop 1; thus, no "(Repeat)" is shown.

This situation arises because the MCC only requires emergency room

cooling support for extended operation following events that result in the

isolation of the normal switchgear room coolers. The Room 100 cooling

function requires power from MCC B51 for an extended period, whereas

Service Water Loop 1 only requires it momentarily at the beginning of an

accident for isolating nonessential cooling loads.

PRISIM also provides support system interface information in a "reverse

logic sequence." That is, if the user were to specify a support function

of interest, PRISIM would supply a table that identifies all equipment

depending on that support function, either directly or indirectly. For

example, if the user requested information on the equipment supported by

480 V AC Bus B5, PRISIM would display the image shown in Figure 3.8. When

presented in this format, the information is useful for assessing the

implications of having particular support system equipment out of service.

15



SUPPORT SYSTEM INTERFACES
FOR SERVICE WATER PUMP P4A

Pump P4A
4160 V AC Bus A3

Room 100 Cool ing
480 V AC MCC B51

Room 100 Cooling (Repeat)
480 V AC HCC B52

Room 100 Cooling (Repeat)
Service Water Loop 1

4160 V AC Bus A3 (Repeat)
125 V DC Panel D11

Room 109 Cooling
ESAS Channel 1

120 V AC Panel RS1
480 V AC MCC B56
480 V AC MCC B51

125 V DC Panel 011 (Repeat)

Figure 3.7 Support System Interfaces for Pump P4A

COMPONENTS DEPENDENT ON 480 V AC BUS B5

1. Reactor Building Cooling Fen VSF1A

2. Reactor Building Cooling Fan VSF1B

3. 480 V AC HCC B51

4. 480 V AC MCC 652

Figure 3.8 Components Dependent on 480 V AC Bus B5

16



Single Failures. Given an Out-of-Service Condition

PRISIM provides lists of single component failures that will fail a

safety system when a specified component in the system is out of service.

These lists only include single failures involving active components in

the system of interest. (Passive component failures are much less likely

to occur.) Plant personnel can use these lists of single component

failures, in conjunction with support system interface information for a

system, to verify the operability of redundant equipment prior to taking a

particular component out of service for testing or maintenance. To

facilitate this type of application, PRISIM allows the user to designate a

specific component failure and obtain the support system interface

development for that component. The support components and functions that

appear in this development represent each additional single failure that,

in combination with the specified component failure, would result in the

failure of the safety system.

For example, if the user were to specify that Pump P7A was out of

service and then request a list of single failures for the Emergency

Feedwater System, PRISIM would display the image shown in Figure 3.9. If

the user then chose the first failure listed (the failure of Pump P7B) ,

PRISIM would display the support system interface development for Pump P7B

(Figure 3.10). In this case, PRISIM would suggest that operators should

verify the availability of Pump P7B and Valve CV28OO (Figure 3.9), as well

as all support equipment required by these components, prior to taking Pump

P7A out of service for testing or maintenance.

Equipment Realignment for Testing or Maintenance

Also included in the preprocessed information in PRISIM's database are

system schematics that show the equipment realignment required before and

after testing or maintenance is performed on a specific component. These
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HOST LIKELY SINGLE FAILURE EVENTS FOR THE
EMERGENCY FEEDUATER SYSTEM WHEN PUMP P7A IS OUT OF SERVICE

1 . Pump P7B f a i l s to operate

2 . Condensate Supply Valve CV2800 (Pump P7B) f a i l s closed

Select e component to see add i t iona l s ing le f a i l u r e s involv ing
support system equipment.

Figure 3.9 Most Likely Single Failure Events for the
Emergency Feedwater System Vhen Pump P7A Is Out
of Service

SUPPORT SYSTEM INTERFACES
FOR EMERGENCY FEEDWATER PUMP P7B

Pump P7B
4160 V AC Bus A3

Room 100 Cooling
480 V AC MCC B51

Room 100 Cooling (Repeat)
480 V AC MCC B52

Room 100 Cooling (Repeat)
Service Water Loop 1

4160 V AC Bus A3 (Repeat)
125 V DC Panel D11

Room 109 Cooling
ESAS Channel 1

120 V AC Panel RSI
480 V AC MCC B56
480 V AC MCC B51

EFICS Channel A Initiation
120 V AC Panel RS1

125 V DC Bus D01

Figure 3.10 Support System Interfaces for Pump P7B
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schematics are useful for verifying proper realignment both before and

after a testing or maintenance action to minimize errors in equipment

realignment that could result in entire systems being disabled. Figure

3.11 is a sample schematic from this category of information in PR1SIM, a

schematic that shows the realignment required for the testing of Pump P7A.

3.1.2 Updated Information (The Plant Risk Model)

Monitoring a nuclear power plant's risk status involves considering

the plant's configuration, which changes continuously. As various

components fail or are removed from service for testing or maintenance, the

instantaneous core damage frequency estimate changes, as do the relative

importances of components.

To help plant personnel monitor their plant's risk status, PR1SIM

contains a plant risk model. The model allows the user to input a plant

status (i.e., components that are out of service) into the program. Using

the plant status information, the risk model calculates and displays (in

approximately seven seconds) a risk factor, which is the factor of increase

in the instantaneous core damage frequency due to the specified components

being out of service. The risk factor is a useful index for quickly

evaluating the risk implications of a plant state. If this factor is

large, a degradation in plant safety can be assumed.

In addition to this risk factor, PRISIM's risk model also provides

three other types of information updated to reflect the current plant

status:

1. a list of the most important failure scenarios
(minimal cut sets) for core damage
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EQUIPMENT REALIGNMENT TOR TESTING PUM^ P7A
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Figure 3.11 Equipment Realignment for Testing Pump P7A
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2. a list of components ranked according to their
relative contributions to the instantaneous core
damage frequency

3. an "improvement from repair," which shovs the
factor of decrease in the instantaneous core damage
frequency that would be achieved when each disabled
component is returned to service

All of this information is useful for making decisions about which

components are most crucial to plant safety.

For example, suppose that Pump P7A in the Emergency Feedwater System is

out of service. To input this condition to the risk model, the user would

first access a schematic menu for that system (Figure 3.12). After the

user had selected Pump P7A followed by the "End of Input" option, PRISIM

would calculate and display the risk factor, which is 6.5 in this case

(Figure 3.13).

Since, to hold down analysis costs, PSAs typically determine only those

minimal cut sets with frequencies greater than some predetermined value

(typically 10"° per reactor year) based on time-averaged event

probabilities, there is no guarantee that the cut sets included in the risk

model are the major contributors to instantaneous core damage frequency for

every plant status. In some cases, the risk factor could be higher than

PRISIM's risk model indicates. In these cases, PRISIM would provide

misleading results to the user. But most of the low-probability minimal

cut sets that are not retained by PSAs involve the failures of multiple

front-line system components. Therefore, when the risk model does give

misleading results, it would most likely be when multiple front-line system

components are failed, and the user would be aware of his plant's high risk

status. Future versions of PRISIM will display a warning message to call

the user's attention to cases when the results provided by the risk model

could be misleading.
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EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

SYSTEM MENJ END O7 I S P U T

Figure 3.12 Emergency Feedwater System Schematic Menu

RISK IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT PLANT STATUS

6.5 IS THE RISK FACTOR WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE

Emergency Feeduater Pimp P7A Fails

HENU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Ranking of safety-related equipment 3. Improvement from repair

2. Ranking of core melt scenarios 4. Return to Control Screen

Figure 3.13 Updated PSA Results
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3.2 The User Interface with PRISIM

As previously implied by the figures included in this section, the

PRISIM user accesses specific information in PRISIM's database by moving a

cursor to make a series of selections from menus shown on the screen. Only

one key is required for moving the cursor. When the cursor is positioned

on the selection of interest, the user simply presses the "RETURN" key and

PRISIM displays the selected information.

Four standard function keys allow the user to quickly access

information of interest. These functions are:

Previous - Pressing this key calls up the previously displayed
screen.

Last Branch Point - Pressing this key calls up the last screen that
displayed multiple menu options.

Master - Pressing this key calls up the PRISIM Master Menu.*

Escape - Pressing this key takes the user out of PRISIM.

Specific examples of how a PRISIM user would access specific

information in the PRISIM database are provided in the applicable user's

guides1>z and in Section 5 of this report.

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR PRISIM PRODUCTION

This section discusses the resources required for constructing a

database for the PRISIM computer program. Section 4.1 describes the PSA-

related information that is needed to prepare input to PRISIM. Section 4.2

identifies the software and input formats required for creating the PRISIM

database. Section 4.3 summarizes these requirements for PRISIM production

The Master Menu is the first selection menu presented to the PRISIM
user when he enters the program.
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and provides estimates of the manpower required for extracting the needed

information and creating the database.

4.1 Information Requirements

This section identifies the information required for the preparation of

input to the PRISIM computer program. PSA reports customarily include much

of the needed information. The remainder of the required information,

which is oftentimes generated during a PSA but not preserved, can be

generated during PRISIM production.

Sections 4.1.1-4.1.6 describe, for each information category in

PRISIM's database, the PSA-related information that is required for the

preparation of input to PRISIM. Three sections (4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.5)

simply describe the information required since (1) the manner in which the

information is reported in a PSA is unimportant and (2) little analysis

effort is required to prepare PRISIM input from the PSA information.

However, Section 4.1.3 on the support system interface information category

and Section 4.1.6 on PRISIM's risk model offer specific suggestions for

efficiently reporting the needed information in a PSA. Following these

suggestions will greatly reduce the effort involved in preparing input to

PRISIM. Section 4.1.4 on single failures for systems, given an out-of-

service condition, describes a procedure that can be used to generate the

appropriate PRISIM input using PSA-documented information. This is the

only information category that requires analysis effort that is outside the

scope of the PSA.

4.1.1 Dominant Accident Sequences

This PRISIM information category requires PSA results at the accident

sequence level. That is, the documented PSA should describe and give the

expected frequency of each accident sequence analyzed so that analysts can
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identify the most important sequences and prepare descriptions of them, for

PRIS1M. In addition, the PSA should include descriptions of the specific

failure scenarios (minimal cut sets) identified for each of the dominant

sequences since PR1SIM will include descriptions of these failure

scenarios.

The dominant accident sequence category also requires results from a

recovery analysis. A recovery analysis (1) identifies specific actions

that operators can take to prevent core damage during the course of an

accident and (2) estimates the probability that each of these "recovery

actions" will not be successfully executed. The recovery analysis should

consider each dominant failure scenario, or minimal cut set, for possible

operator recovery. The PSA should report the following results of the

recovery analysis:

• basic event probabilities with and without recovery

• minimal cut set and accident sequence frequencies
with and without recovery

• descriptions of recovery actions and how they were
applied

4.1.2 Importance Rankings

PRISIM requires as input rankings of safety-related systems,

subsystems, components, and operator actions (both planned actions and

recovery actions) according to three risk importance measures:

1. risk reduction importance

2. risk sensitivity importance

3. risk significance importance

These three importance measures are described in detail in reports by

Vesely and Davis-* and Campbell et al.̂ * These reports describe how the
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importance rankings could be obtained using the PSA models and failure

data.

4.1.3 Support System Interfaces

This information category requires as input definitions of the specific

support dependencies for safety system components (e.g., the bus that

supplies power to a particular valve). The best way to report these

details in a PSA is by including detailed fault trees that identify the

specific support equipment associated with each active component in the

front-line safety systems. (These detailed fault trees are intermediate

products of the system modeling task in a PSA.) Most often, however, this

information is not readily available from the documented PSA results

because the reports include only the final, simplified fault trees, fault

trees that have been collapsed to facilitate solving for minimal cut sets.

Another way to report these details in a PSA is through the use of a

combination of (1) dependency diagrams for each safety system (Figure 4.1)

and (2) detailed drawings for each support system (e.g., single-line

diagrams or load lists for the emergency power systems). The dependency

diagrams will show the support services required by each train of a safety

system without the detailed dependencies for specific components. And the

detailed support system drawings will then identify the specific support

components (e.g., an emergency bus) that serve each active component in the

train. (When a PSA includes fault trees from which support dependencies

for specific trains of systems can be identified, these fault trees may be

used in lieu of the dependency diagrams.)

Current versions of PRISIM offer the option of accessing specific

information in this category using either schematic menus or component

lists. If this option is also desired for another plant-specific PRISIM,

then simplified system schematics (that at least show those components for
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which information is available) are required. Most existing PSA reports

include these schematics.

4.1.4 Single Failures, Given an Out-of-Service Condition

For preparing input to this PRISIM information category, analysts only

need one type of information from the PSA: simplified system schematics

that show all paths through a system. However, some simple analysis work

is also required for the preparation of the input. The analyst can simply

look at a system schematic to see if, when a component of interest is

isolated, there are any single failures that would prevent the system from

satisfying the requirements imposed on it by the accidents being analyzed.

For example, the system shown in Figure 4.2 is considered successful if it

provides flow from any one of its two trains. If Pump P3AB is out of

service, any component in Train A failing such that it would inhibit flow

would cause the system to fail. However, it is prudent to focus attention

on the active components in Train A since they are the most likely ones to

fail.

As an alternative to this simple approach, analysts can use system-

level minimal cut sets to identify the single failures. These minimal cut

sets are usually generated in a PSA study, but analysts usually do not

report them.

4.1.5 Equipment Realignment for Testing or Maintenance

This PRISIM information category requires two types of information as

input. First, it requires, from a PSA, summaries of maintenance actions

(both preventive and scheduled) and tests of safety system components,

which analysts can use to identify the equipment realignment required for

each task. The summaries should include the procedure number, the expected

frequency of the maintenance or testing task for the specific component,
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and a list of all components that must be taken out of their normal "ready"

state when the task is performed. These summaries are most useful when

presented in tabular form, as was done for each system in the Arkansas

Nuclear One - Unit One IREP Study.^

Simplified system schematics that show the portion of a system in which

components are realigned are also helpful since PRISIM displays the

realignment information using schematics. On the realignment schematics,

PRISIM also depicts the circuit breakers and buses that supply power to

active components. The system schematics that are typically supplied in

PSA reports do not include these details. However, analysts can add these

details during PRISIM development by consulting the detailed drawings for

each support system that are used to generate support system interface

information.

4.1.6 Plant Risk Model

PRISIM's risk model requires three types of input: (1) a list of

minimal cut sets for core damage with the accident initiating events

included, (2) a list of the basic events that appear in these cut sets with

their assigned probabilities of occurrence, and (3) a list of the

initiating events that appear in the cut sets with their assigned

frequencies of occurrence. Using this information, the risk model can

generate updated results for any plant status that the user specifies.

It is generally not feasible to determine all minimal cut sets for core

damage. For this reason, PSA analysts typically determine only those

minimal cut sets whose frequencies are greater than some specified value.

But it is most important to use a consistent frequency cutoff for all fault

tree solutions so that the limitations of the PSA results can be firmly

established. Furthermore, the PSA should preserve all minimal cut sets

that have frequencies above the specified cutoff. This will ensure that
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PRISIM's risk model contains the best possible representation of the plant.

Present versions of PRISIM offer two options for specifying out-of-

service components: component lists and schematic menus. If schematic

menus are desired, simplified system schematics will be needed. A systerr.

schematic should identify all components in that system that appear in one

or more of the minimal cut sets used in the risk model.

4.2 Software and Format Requirements

This section describes the software and input formats required for

processing PRISIM input and building the program's database.

Most of the input required by PRISIM (all preprocessed PSA information

and all menus) is in the form of prepared screen images. These images are

first created on paper in the formats illustrated throughout this report

for each information category. (Other formats may be employed if desired.)

Then they are entered into the personal computer using (1) a standard word-

processing package (we used the WordPerfect1** software) for images with

text only and (2) a standard computer drafting package (we used the

AUTOCAD141! software) for graphics images. Next, a database of these screen

images is constructed using the Byte-Binder^ software package. This

package contains an editor for creating the database of screen images and

defining cursor positions and a program that controls the operation of

*Copyright 1986 and 1987, WordPerfect Corporation, 288 West Center
Street, Orem, Utah 84057 USA.

tcopyright 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987, Autodesk, Inc., 2320
Marinship Way, Sausalito, California 94965 USA.

ttcopyright 1985, 1986, and 1987, Eastern Technical Engineering
Corporation, P.O. Box 3576, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 USA.
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PRISIM (i.e., retrieves screen images from storage on demand). There is

currently no documentation available on this software, but an inexperienced

user could be taught how to use this software in about 4 hours.

The only other input required by PRISIM relates to the program's plant

risk model. As discussed in Section 4.1.6, PRISIM's plant risk model

requires the following information as input:

• a list of minimal cut sets for core -damage with the
accident initiating events included

• a list of the basic events that appear in these cut
sets with their assigned probabilities of
occurrence

• a list of the initiating events that appear in the
cut sets with their assigned frequencies of
occurrence

The basic events and initiating events must be provided with verbal

descriptions of 80 characters or less. These descriptions are used in

presenting the results generated by the risk model. These events must also

be sequentially numbered since the minimal cut sets are input to the

computer in terms of the sequential numbers, with the initiating event

entered first. For example, consider the following list of events:

1. 1.0E-03 Valve A fails

2. 1.0E-03 Valve B fails

3. l.OE-02 Pump B fails

A. 1.0E-01 Plant loses offsite power

Suppose that a minimal cut set for core damage involved a loss of offsite

power followed by the failures of Valve A and Pump B. This minimal cut set

would be entered as A 1 3.
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The event and cut set data for PRISIM's plant risk model are entered

into the computer using the BRADE-87 software package. This package

includes a simple editor for entering and modifying the data and a program

for performing the calculations required by the risk model and interfacing

with the Byte-Binder software package that controls the overall operation

of PRISIM. There is currently no documentation available for BRADE-87, but

this package is menu driven and is very simple to use.

it. 3 Summary

Table 4.1 lists the PSA-related information needed for the preparation

of input to PRISIM, and it identifies the PRISIM categories that make use

of each information type. The information listed in Table 4.1 (with the

exception of system-level minimal cut sets) should be reported in any

comprehensive PSA to ensure traceability of the analysis and to aid the

user in understanding the results.

Table 4.2 lists the software needed for the construction of the PRISIM

database and the operation of the program. The function of each software

package is identified.

The manpower required for producing a PRISIM program will vary from

case to case. However, for the PRISIM version described in this case

study, approximately 26 manmonths of engineering effort were spent on

extracting information from the PSA and preparing handwritten input.

Another 5 manmonths of clerical effort were expended in constructing the

program's database.

*Copyright 1986 and 1987, Eastern Technical Engineering Corporation,
P.O. Box 3576, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 USA.
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Table 4.1 PR1SIM Information Requirements

PSA Information
PRISIM Categories

Requiring Information

6.

7.

Accident sequence frequencies with and
without recovery

Basic event probabilities with and without
recovery

Descriptions of (1) the dominant accident
sequences and (2) the dominant minimal cut
sets associated with these sequences

Descriptions of recovery actions and how
they were applied

Detailed system fault trees showing
dependencies on support system components OR
System dependency diagrams for each safety
system (Figure 4.1) and detailed drawings
for each support system

Initiating event frequencies

Minimal cut sets for accident sequences and
their frequencies with and without recovery

Dominant accident sequences

Dominant accident sequences
Plant risk model
(probabilities without
recovery only)

Dominant accident sequences

Dominant accident sequences

Support system interfaces

Plant risk model

Dominant accident sequences
Plant risk model
(minimal cut sets only)



Table 4.1 (continued)

PSA Information
PRISIM Categories

Requiring Information

10.

Rankings of safety-related systems, subsystems,
components, and operator actions according to:

o Risk reduction importance3

o Risk sensitivity importance

o Risk significance importance

Simplified system schematics

Summary information on testing and maintenance
actions for safety system components

11. System-level minimal cut sets (optional)

Importance rankings

Equipment realignment for
testing or maintenance

Single failures, given an
out-of-service condition

Component selection menus

Equipment realignment for
testing or maintenance

Single failures, given an
out-of-service condition
(These minimal cut sets
can be used in lieu of
system schematics)

importance measures are defined in Table 3.1, p.12.



Table 4.2 PRISIM Software Requirements

Software Package Function

WordPerfect™8

AUTOCAD1

Byte-Binderc

BRADE-87d

Prepares screen images that involve text
only

Prepares screen images that involve
graphics

Installs screen images into the PRTSIM
database
Defines cursor positions and paths
Controls FRISTM operations

Installs and revises event and cut set
data for PRISIM's plant risk model

Performs all calculations required by the
plant risk model

aCopyright 1986 and 1987, WordPerfect Corporation, 288 West Center Street, Orem, Utah 84057
USA.

bCopyright 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987, Autodesk, Inc., 2320 Marinship Way,
Sausalito, California 94965 USA.

cCopyright 1985, 1986, and 1987, Eastern Technical Engineering Corporation, P.O. Box 3576,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 USA.

dCopyright 1986 and 1987, Eastern Technical Engineering Corporation, P.O. Box 3576, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee 37831 USA.



5. CASE STUDY: USE OF PRISIM FOR DECISION MAKING

This section describes, through the use of two hypothetical examples,

how plant personnel can use PRISIM to make decisions that enhance plant

safety. Specifically, this section includes (1) an illustration of how

PRISIM can be used to monitor a plant's risk status and (2) an illustration

of how PRISIM can be used to prepare for a scheduled test. Although we

have included only two sample applications herein, these applications are

indicative of the types of situations in which PRISIM is most useful.

5.1 Sample Application #1: Monitoring a Plant's Risk Status

In this example, a 120 V ac vital bus (120 V AC Bus RSI) is out of

service at the plant due to problems with the inverter that supplies pover

to it. This bus is the only component that is known to be out of service.

A plant operator can use PRISIM's risk model to assess the risk

implications of this bus being disabled.

To determine the plant's risk status when the bus is out of service,

the operator first enters PRISIM and selects the "Risk Implications of

Current Plant Status" option from the Master Menu (Figure 5.1). The

program will then give the operator two options for specifying the out-of-

service equipment: component lists and schematics (Figure 5.2). As shown

in Figure 5.2, the operator selects the schematic option. PRISIM will next

display a list of safety systems (Figure 5.3). Since the bus of interest

is fed by an inverter, which is considered a part of the DC Power System,

the operator selects the DC Power System in Figure 5.3. After the operator

has made this selection, PRISIM will display the system schematic shown in

Figure 5.A. Using this schematic menu, the operator next selects the

disabled bus followed by the "End of Input" option (Figure 5.4). PRISIM

will then automatically update the PSA results and display the risk factor,

which is 11 for this plant configuration (Figure 5.5).
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CATEGORIES OF SAFETY-RELATED INFORMATION

1. Risk implications of current plant status

2. Dominant accident sequences

3. Safety-related systems

4. Safety-related subsystems

5. Safety-related components

6. Support system interfaces

7. Operator actions

Figure 5.1 PRISIM Master Menu

OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR
SELECTING OUT-OF-SERVICE COMPONENTS

1. Component Lists

2. Schematics

Figure 5.2 Options Available for Selecting Out-of-Service

Components
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SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS FOR WHICH SCHEMATICS ARE AVAILABLE

1. North Battery and Switchgear Rooms Emergency Cooling System

2. South Battery and Switchgear Rooms Emergency Cooling System

J. Core Flooding System

4. DC Power System

5. Emergency AC Power System

6. Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System

7. Emergency Feedwater System

8. Engineered Safeguarcs Actuation System

9. High Pressure Injection System

10. Low Pressure Injection System

(CONTINUED)

Figure 5.3 Safety-Related Systems for Which Schematics Are
Available
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RISK IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT PLANT STATUS

11 IS THE RISK FACTOR WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE

120 V AC Bus RS1 Fails to Provide Power

MENU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Ranking of safety-related equipment 3. Improvement from repair

2. Ranking of core melt scenarios 4. Return to Control Screen

Figure 5.5 Updated PSA Results



A risk factor of this size is not unusual when a single safety system

component is out of service. Although this risk factor does not give any

cause for alarm, the operator is justifiably interested in knowing which

components are now most important to plant safety. Therefore, he selects

the "Ranking of safety-related equipment" option from the risk factor

screen (Figure 5.5). PRISIM will then display a list of components ranked

according to their contributions to the instantaneous core damage frequency

(Figure 5.6).

The operator notices that Train A of the Battery and Switchgear

Emergency Room Cooling System has a high ranking. He knovs that the

chiller that serves this train is scheduled to be taken out of service

later in the day for maintenance to correct a minor problem. The operator

now wants to know the implications of having both this chiller and the 120

V ac bus out of service simultaneously. Therefore, he selects the "Return

to control screen" option from the risk factor display (Figure 5.7), and

PRISIM returns to the last schematic menu that he used (Figure 5.8). Using

this schematic, the operator accesses a system menu (Figure 5.9) that

allows him to select the schematic menu that shows the chiller of interest

(Figure 5.10). After the operator selects the chiller (Figure 5.10),

PRISIM will once again update the results. For this imminent plant state,

the instantaneous core damage frequency will increase by a factor of 94

(Figure 5.11). This is a significant increase, so the operator asks the

maintenance supervisor to delay the maintenance on the chiller until the

120 V ac bus is returned to service.

5.2 Sample Application #2: Preparing for a Scheduled Test

In this example, a flow test is to be performed on the motor-driven

pump (Pump P7B) in the Emergency Feedwater System. This test requires that

the pump be isolated from the steam generators, which means one train of
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RANKING OF EQUIPMENT NOT KNOWN TO BE OUT OF SERVICE

1. SRV Fails to Reclose (EFU Available)
2. EFU Purp P7A Turbine Steam Relief Valve PSV-6602 Fails Open
3. 8attery and Swgr. Room Cooling System--Chi I led Uater Train A Fails
i,. Aligned Standby Makeup Pump Fails to Start
5. Independent Failure of the Power Conversion System
6. SRV Fails to Reclose (Loss of Offsite Power and EFU Available)
7. SRV Fails to Reclose (EFU Unavailable)
6. BUST Outlet Header Isolation Valve C V K 0 8 8 Fails to Open
9. Battery and Swgr. Room Cooling System--ChiUed Water Train B Fails

10. Diesel Generator 1 Fails
11. Diesel Generator 2 Fails
12. I CVS Isolation Valve CV3820 Fails to Close
13. Auxiliary Cooling Uater System Isolation Valve CV3643 Fails to Close
H . South Switchgear Room Unit Cooler VJC2B Fails
15. North Switchgear Room Unit Cooler VUC2D Fails
16. Diesel Generator 1 HX Service Uater VBlve CV3806 Fails to Open

. »ESC to return to the Selection Menu. .

Figure 5.6 Ranking of Equipment Not Known To Be Out of
Service

RISK IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT PLANT STATUS

11 IS THE RISK FACTOR UITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE

120 V AC Bus RS1 Fails to Provide Power

MENU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Ranking of safety-related equipment 3. Improvement from repair

2. Ranking of core melt scenarios ^ • 4 . Return to Control Screen

Figure 5.7 Updated PSA Results
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Figure 5.8 DC Power System Schematic Menu

SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS FOR WHICH SCHEKATICS ARE AVAILABLE

1. North Battery and Switchgear Rooms Emergency Cooling System

2. South Battery and Switchgear Rooms Emergency Cooling Systen

3. Core Flooding System

4. DC Power System

5. Emergency AC Power System

6. Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System

7. Emergency Feeduater System

8. Engineered Safeguards Actuation System

9. High Pressure Injection System

10. Low Pressure Injection System

(CONTINUED)

Figure 5.9 Safety-Related Systems for Which Schematics Are

Available
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Figure 5.10 North Battery and Switchgear Rooms Emergency
Cooling System Schematic Menu

RISK IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT PLANT STATUS

W IS THE RISK FACTOR WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE

120 V AC Bus RSI Fails to Provide Power
Battery and Swgr. Room Cooling System--Chi I led Water Train A Fails

MENU FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Ranking of safety-related equipment 3. Improvement from repair

2. Ranking of core melt scenarios 4. Return to Control Screen

Figure 5.11 Updated PSA Results



the system will be disabled. Therefore, the plant operator must verify

that the other train of the Emergency Feedwater System is operable before

he isolates Pump P7B. PRISIM can help the operator with this verification.

When the operator first enters the program, he sees the PRISIM Master

Menu (Figure 5.12) and selects the "safety-related components" option.

PRISIM will next list the types of information available for these

components (Figure 5.13). Since Pump P7B is to be taken out of service,

the operator chooses the fourth option from this menu, "Information

relevant when a particular component is out of service." PRISIM will next

provide the option of selecting the component of interest using either

component lists or schematics. In this case, the operator chooses the

component list option (Figure 5.14), and PRISIM displays a list of systems.

After the operator chooses the Emergency Feedwater System from this menu

(Figure 5.15) and Pump P7B from the subsequent component list (Figure 5.16

[continued]), PRISIM will list the types of information available on this

safety-related component (Figure 5.17). The operator requests a list of

the most likely single failures for this system, given that Pump P7B is out

of service, and PRISIM displays this information as shown in Figure 5.18.

In this case there are two single failures involving active components:

the failure of turbine-driven Pump P7A and the failure of Valve CV2802.

The operator selects Pump P7A (Figure 5.18), and PRISIM presents the single

failures for this component that involve support equipment (Figure 5.19).

Next, the operator selects Valve CV2802, but there is no support system

interface information available for this component since the component is

not required to operate under accident conditions. Based on this

information, the operator checks to see that Valve CV2802 is open and that

Pump P7A and all functions that support it (listed in Figure 5.19) are

available.



CATEGORIES OF SAFETY-RELATED INFORMATION

1. Risk implications of current plant status

2. Dominant accident sequences

3. Safety-related systems

4. Safety-related subsystems

•5. Safety-related components

6. Support system interfaces

7. Operator actions

Figure 5.12 PRISIM Master Menu

INFORKATION AVAILABLE FOR SAFETY-RELATED COMPONENTS

1. Risk reduction importance

2. Risk sensitivity importance

3. Risk significance importance

4. Information relevant when a particular component is out of service

Figure 5.13 Information Available for Safety-Related
Components
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OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR
SELECTING OUT-OF-SERV1CE COMPONENTS

• 1 . Component L i s t s

2 . Schematics

Figure 5.14 Options Available for Selecting Out-of-Service
Components

SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS FOR WHICH
COMPONENT INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE

1. Emergency Feedwater System

2. High Pressure Injection System

3. Lou Pressure Injection System

A. Reactor Building Cooling System

5. Reactor Building Spray System

Figure 5.15 Safety-Related Systems for Which Component

Information Is Available



EMERGENCY FEEDUATER SYSTEM COMPONENT LIST

1. Condensate Supply Valve CV2B00

2. Condensate Supply Valve CV2802

3. Control Valve CV2645

4. Control Valve CV2M6

5. Control Valve CV2W7

6. Control Valve CV2648

7. Isolation Valve CV2620

8. Isolation Valve CV2626

9. Isolation Valve CV2627

10. Isolation Valve CV2670

(CONTINUED)

Figure 5.16 Emergency Feedwater System Component List

EMERGENCY FEEDUATER SYSTEM COMPONENT LIST (CONTINUED)

11. Pump P7A Turbine Steam Supply Valve CV2613

12. Pump P7A Turbine Steam Supply Valve CV2617

13. Pump P7A Turbine Steam Supply Valve CV2663

H . Pump P7A Turbine Steam Supply Valve CV2667

15. Pump P7A

16. Pump P7B

17. Service Water Supply Valve CV2803

18. Service Water Supply Valve CV2806

Figure 5.16 (continued)
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AVAILABLE INFORMATION BASED
ON PUHP P7B BEING OUT OF SERVICE

•1. Most likely single failures for the Emergency
Feedwater System

2. Equipment realignment for corrective maintenance on
Pump P7B

3. Equipment realignment for testing Pump P7B

b. Historical causes of failure for Pump P7B and similar
pumps at ANO-1

Figure 5.17 Available Information Based on Pump P7B Being

Out of Service

HOST LIKELY SINGLE FAILURE EVENTS FOR THE EHERGENCY
FEEDUATER SYSTEM WHEN PUMP P7B IS OUT OF SERVICE

• 1 . Pump P7A f a i l s to operate

2. Condensate Supply Valve CV2802 (Pump P7A) f a i l s closed

Select a component to see addi t iona l s ing le f a i l u r e s involv ing
support system equipment.

Figure 5.18 Most Likely Single Failure Events for the
Emergency Feedwater System When Pump P7B Is Out
of Service
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SUPPORT SYSTEM IMTERFACES
FOR EMERGENCY FEEDUATER PUMP P7A

Purp P7A
125 V DC Panel D21

Room 95 Cooling
480 V AC Bus B6

Room 99 Cool ing
480 V AC MCC 861

Room 99 Cooling (Repeat)
480 V AC MCC 662

Room 99 Cooling (Repeat)
Service Water Loop 2

4160 V AC Bus A4
Room 99 Cooling (Repeat)

125 V DC Panel D21 (Repeat)
480 V AC Bus B6

Figure 5.19 Support System Interfaces for Pump P7A

s
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6. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND PEER REVIEW OF PRISIM

JBF Associates, Inc. developed PRISIM as a decision-making aid for U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspectors who are stationed at U.S. nuclear

power plants and at five centralized locations (regional offices)

throughout the country. Most of the reviews of this program performed to

date have focused on the original version of PRISIM developed for use at

the Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 Plant and at the regional office

responsible for the plant. The following subsections describe the

extensive internal JBF Associates review that was performed during PRISIM

development and the external review performed by NRC personnel both during

and after PRISIM development.

6.1 Internal Review

To ensure technical accuracy, JBF Associates staff engineers who vere

independent of the development team reviewed the procedures used for

extracting useful information from the PSA report. They also reviewed

every screen image that presents preprocessed PSA information. In

addition, these engineers reviewed input to PRISIM's risk model to ensure

it faithfully represented the PSA.

In cooperation with the independent internal reviewers, development

engineers devised a simple test problem to validate the computational

software used in the risk model. This problem included simple event trees

and fault trees along with initiating event frequencies and basic event

probabilities. The engineers specified some out-of-service components and

manually generated all the updated results that should be obtained with the

use of PRISIM's risk model. They then compared these hand-calculated

results with the results generated by PRISIM, and the results obtained both

ways were the same.
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6.2 External Review

During PRISIM development, JBF Associates solicited and received

comments on the program's structure and content from the following NRC

groups:

• the Office of the Executive Director of Operations

• the Office of Inspection and Enforcement

• the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

• the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

In addition, JBF Associates and the NRC established a formal field testing

program to determine the usefulness of PRISIM to NRC inspectors. As a

first part of this program, PRISIM was installed at the NRC Resident

Inspectors' Office at Arkansas Nuclear One and at the regional Inspection

and Enforcement Office that is responsible for that plant. The inspectors'

use of PRISIM has been, and is continuing to be, monitored on a regular

basis by the NRC and JBF Associates to determine (1) which portions of

PRISIM inspectors use most and (2) how inspectors apply the information

provided by PRISIM.

There are currently no plans for any additional peer review of the

PRISIM program.
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